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Cogenerator Plan Draws

The results of today’s election to replace former D.C.
Council Chair John Wilson could have far-reaching implications for the Georgetown community, especially concerning
key issues such as the proposed Rooming House Licensing
Act and the university’s cogenerator project, according to
Rick Heitzmann, president of the Georgetown University
Student Association (GUSA).

During last night’s Citizens Association of Georgetown
meeting, four of the five candidates made last-minute presentations detailing their stands on these major issues, as well as
their goals for city improvements.
Heitzmann, who was present at the forum last night, said he
and GUSA had endorsed David Clarke for the position of
council chair because Clarke best represented student interests.
All four candidates present at the meeting opposed the
university’s cogenerator project, while only Clarke and Marie
Drissel said they opposed the Rooming House Licensing Act,
a bill currently before the council which would limit the
number of non-related tenants in a building to four without a
special permit. Socialist Workers Party candidate Emily
Fitzsimmons was not present at the meeting.
Clarke, who served as D.C. Council Chair from 1983 to
1991, lives in Mount Pleasant, whose Advisory Neighborhood Commission (ANC) was the only one opposed to the
housing bill.
Michael Shulman/The HOY A

The women’s field hockey team upset Davidson College 1-0 Saturday for their second straight win this season.
The victory is only their second in the last 33 games. See story, p. 8.

Attacker Assaults Village C Resident

At Knifepoint in Broad Daylight
By Sean G. Rushton
HOYA Staff Writer
Linda Phillips (GUSN ’97) was robbed

atknife point in her third-floor Village C
East dorm room on the afternoon of
Aug. 29, the third day of freshman orientation.
Phillips said the attack occurred
around 3 p.m., when a “man wearing
street wear” appeared at her door.
“It all happened so fast. There was a
knock onthe door. Ididn’tsay ‘whois it’
or anything, I just opened it,” she said.
Phillips said the man asked her to
hand over her jewelry. After she complied, he told her to keep quiet about the
incident.
“He said ‘don’t tell anyone or I'll kill
you bitch.” Then he smiled, turned, and
left,” according to Phillips.
According to William L. Tucker, director of the Department of Public Safety
his office

is investigating
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GU Students Add Voice To
D.C. Council Chair Election
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incident.
“[DPS] interviewed everyone on the
floor and no one noticed anything un-

usual,” he said.
Tucker noted that during the freshman move-in period there were many
strangers on campus and “a lot of doors
were propped open.”
He added that student security guards
were on duty in Village C at the time of
the incident.
Phillips said she thought her assailant
may have slipped through security measures during the chaos of move-in weekend. “It was crazy. Nobody had IDs yet,
parents were still around.

[The assail-

ant] was pretty young, he could have
passed for a student.”
Although initially traumatized by the
incident, Phillips said she had taken
time to recover from it.
“It was going to happen anyway, it
justhappened to me. I just hope the other
students learn from what happened to
me and are more aware,” she said.
Phillips left Georgetown soon after
the incident and returned home to New
Jersey. She currently attends Seton Hall
University, but said she plans to return
to Georgetown sometime in the future.

Phillips said she had received a letter
from the university inviting her back and
to Georgetown whenever she wanted.
“The school has been really good
about this whole thing. They've been
very supportive,” she said.
Although Phillips does not blame the
university for the incident, her ordeal
has raised questions about the quality of
security in the dorms.
Beth Troia (SES 97), another resident of Village C East’s third floor, said

she found the safety precautions in Village C inadequate.
“I am angry because the security at
the dorm is horrible. We had a floor
meeting and asked for more security,”
Troia said.
Troia added that Phillip’s experience
had taught her floor to remain alert to the
possibilities of intruders.
“We are all more careful now. . . we
use the peep holes [before opening the
door], but some you can’t see through,”

she said.
Sara Berman (SES ’97), another Vil-

See VILLAGE Cp. 3

Respected EFL Professor Dies in Japan
Georgetown Mourns Passing of Bernard Choseed
By J. W. Rider
Special to The HOYA

Bemard Choseed, associate professor emeritus of Russian and English as a
foreign language (EFL), died Aug. 1 in
a Tokyo hospital during a trip to Japan.
He was 72 years old.
Over a 33-year period here, Choseed

became known as an expert phonetician
and pronunciation iéacher. He taught an
advanced diction course for non-native
speakers of English, as well as a similar
course for Russian.
“He was a valuable asset to the program,” said Carol Kreidler, director of

the EFL program.
Choseed was born and raised in Philadelphia and earned degrees from both
Temple and Columbia Universities. He
was appointed to Georgetown in 1953
as one of the first English-language in-

structors in the School of Languages and
Linguistics.
Choseed had a strong interest in Japanese, Russian, English and American
Sign Language, as well as Russian Jewish literature.
“[He was] a lifelong student as well

as a teacher, always learning about better ways of teaching,” said Professor
Monica Maxwell-Paegal.

His interest in language began during
World War II, when Cheseed studied
Japanese as part of his army training and
later served in Shanghai. During the
1960s, he also studied in Kiev, Moscow
and Leningrad.
“[Choseed] was always trying out new
theories of teaching,” said Professor
William Norris, former EFL director.
After retiring from Georgetown in
1986, Choseed returned to Kiev as an

exchange scholar. In 1988, he was ap-

pointed professor of English at Gifu
College of Education in Gifu, Japan,
where he taught for four years. He also
taught English for 18 summers in Japan.

“The problem I have with the rooming house bill is that
once you classify [houses] as rooming houses, they fall into
the context of zoning regulations,” Clarke said.
According to current zoning regulations, rooming houses
are illegal in the Georgetown and Burleith area. The bill could
therefore eliminate housing for more than four unrelated
people living in one house.
“If Clarke is elected,” Heitzmann said, “[Georgetown stu-

dents] need to make sure that he maintains a steady opposition
to the rooming house bill and hope that he takes a more open
look at the cogenerator.”
Heitzmann said GUSA’s second choice for chair was
Charlene Drew Jarvis, who represents Ward 4 on the council.

Jarvis supported the rooming house bill and opposed the
cogenerator, but still appealed to GUSA representatives because “she seemed like someone interested in student input.”
According to Heitzmann, Jarvis offered to meet with uni-

versity student leaders to discuss issues concerning them.
See DC COUNCIL p. 3

Protest as Decision Nears
By Courtney Dow and Amy Wiggenhauser
HOYA Staff Writers
The District of Columbia’s Department of Consumer
and Regulatory Affairs (DCRA) held a hearing Thursday to gather final testimony before deciding whether to
approve the official environmental impact statement
(EIS) for Georgetown’s proposed cogenerator project.
The hearing was held after local opponents of the
cogenerator said they were not allowed any input before
the original EIS was approved, according to Virginia
Meade, a member of the Georgetown Advisory Neighborhood Commission (ANC).

The DCRA heard nearly fifty statements, only four of
which opposed the cogenerator.
“There were statements submitted by Georgetown
residents in support of the cogenerator,” said GUSA
Assembly Chair Nancy Walbridge (CAS ’95), who
attended the hearing.
Residents were given until Sept. 16 to submit statements to the DCRA, which will then decide whether its
previous approval of the cogenerator’s EIS will stand.
The EIS debate centers around three changes made to
the original cogenerator proposal, originally approved
in 1991. According to Lenox Simon, the DCRA’s administrative judge who took testimony at the hearing,
the changes include relocating gas lines supplying the
site, relocating underground tanks and moving the plant’s
switchyard from a ground level site next to McDonough
gymnasium, to the roof of the cogenerator to provide for
improved screening of electromagnetic fields.
According to a recently published letter from University President Leo J. O’Donovan, SJ, the cogenerator
would provide Georgetown with “safe, affordable and
cleaner energy into the next century.”
“It is very important to us that our neighbors understand that the facility that we propose to build will be an
asset to our community and is worthy of [their] support,”
the letter states. “To date, federal and District of Columbia government requirements and standards for such a
See COGENERATOR p. 3

‘The Challenge’ Continues Crusade
Group Seeks to Restructure Student Government at GU
By Betsy Rathgeb
Special to The HOYA

They are back — and ready for
action.
Seven members of The Challenge
have returned this year with a new
sense of direction and a strong commitment

to “reinvigorat[ing]

cam-

pus activism and awareness,” according to a recent written group
statement.

“On this campus there are very

few students who would motivate to
ct... The Challenge will give them
a central place to act,” said Challenge member Katee Creevy (CAS
’94).
Creevy and seven other students
formed The Challenge last spring as
an alternative ticket during the Georgetown
University
Student
Association’s (GUSA)

failure to successfully serve student
needs were the key reasons for the
creation of The Challenge, according to the group statement.
“Our idea was that we would dismantle GUSA, re-create clubs and
groups presently under GUSA as
independent clubs and redistribute
the GUSA budget. Basically we
would restructure what was useful,
and dismantle what was not, “ Creevy
said.
The Challenge finished third in
theelection, an incredible result considering The Challenge officially
decided to run less than a week be“fore election day. The other Challenge members are
Ahilan Arulanantham (CAS ’94),
Jeff Bussolini (SFS *94), John DuPuy
(CAS ’94), Rick Kullen (CAS ’94),
Kevin Scharff (CAS ’94) and Col-

presidential

election.

leen Stevens (CAS ’94). Jennie
Braswell (SFS ’95), a member of

“GUSA’s bureaucratic and
wasteful method[s] of operation” and

The Challenge last year, is studying
abroad in Russia this year.

We

started our campaign

on

Thursday, and the election was [the

following] Tuesday. We ended up
with 20 percent of the popular vote,”
DuPuy said. The success of the
group’s campaign encouraged its
members to continue and expand
this year, ‘he said, but the strong
support on campus led the group to
focus more specifically this year on
student issues and concerns.
“We’re not looking for problems,
we just want to let people know that
the problems they think are their
own are not,” DuPuy said.
The Challenge’s top goal is to
“initiate a dialogue through which
the inadequacies of administrative
response and the structures of student government at Georgetown
could be examined,” according to
the group statement.
Creevy said while The Challenge
will continue to look at the issue of
the quality of GUSA’s leadership,
See CHALLENGE p. 3

Choseed was a life-long member of
the YIVO Institute of Jewish Research
inNew York. A founding member of the
Washington chapter of Teachers of English to Students of Other Languages,
Choseed remained active in that organization even after his retirement.

Choseed is survived by cousins in
Maryland and Philadelphia. Memorial
contributions can be made to the YIVO
Institute or to the Holocaust Memorial
Museum in D.C.

A university memorial service will be
conducted by Rabbi Harold White in
Dahlgren Chapel on Friday, Sept. 24 at
2:00 p.m.

INSIDE
* MARCIA

CILLAN

(GSB ’92)

will compete in the Miss America
pageant on Saturday night.
See NEWS, p. 3

* EUGENE McCARTHY, former
US Senator and presidential candidate, spoke Friday in ICC.
See NEWS, p. 3

» JASON ZUCKERMAN (CAS
’96) argues that the new Arab/Isreali
peace plan should benefit Israel’s
security and economy.
See VIEWPOINT, p. 5

the realignment of baseball is
harmful to the future of the game.
See SPORTS, p. 7

« ALLERGY SEASON HITS, and
students struggle to control their
sneezing and wheezing.
See FEATURES, p. 6

« THE WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL TEAM wins eight straight
games and the Georgetown Classic.
See SPORTS, p. 8

» ANDREW

SELL contends that

Sarah George/The HOYA
The Challenge. Top row, I tor: John DuPuy, Katee Creevy, Colleen Stevens and Jeff Bussolini. Bottom row,

1 to r: Ahilan Arulanantham, Rick Kullen and Kevin Scharff.
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“The Challenge’ Strives For
Changes in Student Government
4

0

CHALLENGE, from p. 1
they are no longer seeking to dismantle
the entire association.
“We welcome the chance to work
with GUSA; most of the students in
GUSA are interested in leadership and
action,” Creevy said. “The object is to
get students who have problems to meet
with other students and plan action —
petition certain administrators or hold
an on-campus rally.”
Creevy. added that GUSA and The
Challenge have areas of common interest where both groups could work together, such as working against a proposed bill before the D.C. City Council
seeking to limit the number of nonrelated residents in single dwellings in
Georgetown by requiring them to obtain
a rooming house license.

The Challenge still has some fundamental problems with GUSA, however.
Creevy said The Challenge would like
to eliminate the “bureaucratic red tape”
separating the students from the administration, but GUSA may be part of that
problem. For instance, Creevy complained thatit took two months
for GUSA
to act after members of the rugby team
sang asong last October about gang rape
at The Basement.
“The administration is not deliberately ignoring student needs and grievances — there is just no avenue, nothing
in GUSA for addressing them,” Creevy
said.
The GUSA Lecture Fund, a committee responsible for bringing speakers to
campus, is another example of the unnecessary bureaucracy The Challenge
would like to eliminate, Creevy said.

Generating Controversy

“The lecture fund does great work,
but why does GUSA appoint them? Why
is it not a club? More people would get
involved with more ideas and cut out
that extra layer of administration,” she
said.
Members of The Challenge said they
have planned a full agendain the coming
months to help students solve their problems with the administration, but they
will need help from other like-minded
students to accomplish their goals. They
said they hope to receive an invitation to
participate in Saturday’s Student Activities Commission Fair, where they
would recruit other students interested
in making a change on campus.
The Challenge will also hold an informational meeting Sunday at 3 p.m. in
White-Gravenor 204 to plan one of their
idea for improving student government
— a “student input forum.”
The idea of the forum is similar to “a
town hall meeting, where students can
voice their grievances to sympathetic
members of the administration. It’s a
catalyst for action,” Stevens said.

the university to house all students on campus oy 1995,” she
added.

COGENERATOR,
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from p. 1

facility ‘have been met through 19 different reviews and
approvals. I can assure you that the new facility also meets
an even higher standard — our own convictions.”
“Based on the 1991 EIS, I am convinced that the
cogenerator will have no negative impact on the area and
will improve environmental conditions,” said Grace
Bateman, former chairperson of the Georgetown ANC.
“The District government shouldn’t allow a small group
of vocal citizens. to block a project that will improve environmental conditions in the area,” she said.
But Westy McDermid, an organizer of recent demonstrations against the cogenerator, said she was concerned the
plant would emit an ammonia smell and create a high level
of pollution. “The impact [of the power plant] on campus is
far in excess of the money they will make on it,” she said.
According to Robert Mead, a founding member of the
Citizen’s Coalition, a group organized to fight the
cogenerator, the new power plant would also affect the
property value of surrounding neighborhoods. “Many people
would be reluctant to buy homes because of electromag. netic radiation,” he said.

All five of the candidates in today’s D.C. City Council
Chair election also oppose the proposed cogenerator.
At the DCRA hearing, supporters defended the project on
its economic, safety and environmental merits while opponents attacked the approval process as unfair and biased
toward the university.
“We see this frantic, exaggerated desperation push by the
developer and its supporters to ram this project through the
DCRA.” said Guy Gwyne, coordinator of the Citizen’s Coalition.
The cogeneration issue has been the source of tension
between Georgetown and its neighbors for many years, according to Walbridge.
“The theory is that Burleith residents are not happy with the
university being here. . . [because] Georgetown has caused a
greatdeal of disruption in the neighborhood,” Walbridge said.
“There is a vocal minority that is very outspoken that dislike
the university and they are using the cogenerator to pressure

But GUSA representative Chris McLaughlin (CAS ’95), a
member of the Main Campus Planning Committee, said the
university would probably not be able to build more housing
without the cogenerator. “The neighbors keep on telling us
to get out [of the neighborhood] but they do not allow us the
tools to do so,” McLaughlin said.
McLaughlin said the university does not have the capacity
to produce enough energy to supply a new dormitory. “It is
essential to have a cogenerator that can provide the amount of
power the university needs in a reasonable and responsible
manner,” McLaughlin said.
In response to the neighbor’s opposition, GUSA unanimously passed a resolution Thursday in support of the cogeneration facility because it “offers the safest and most costeffective means of providing for Georgetown’s utility needs
in the coming years.”
“I hope we will resist politics to let the project stand on its
merits,” said GUSA Vice President Jahmal Green (SFS ’95).
McLaughlin said if the cogenerator plant would truly have
anegative effect on the environment, it would be Georgetown
students, more than anyone, who should be worried. The
GUSA support for the cogenerator “sends a strong signal” to
the community, he added.
Since the cogenerator would produce steam and electricity
from natural gas, it is more energy-efficient, according to
literature about the cogenerator.

“It would save the university from $750,000 to $1 million
annually.”
“It is environmentally consciousness and financially prudent,” Walbridge said. “We are behind the times. We don’t
have the energy we need,” she added.
Plans for a cogenerator on campus were first discussed in
the early 1980s, as part of a long-range plan for the future
growth of the campus. “Planning included a cogeneration
facility as a way of meeting the university’s eventual needs for
more electric and steam power for the campus,” the literature
The cogenerator will be up for final city approval next
month. If the DCRA approves the new EIS, final approval
would be much more easy to obtain, McLaughlin said.

legislate for one part of the town, when there are other parts
that have houses that are 12,000 square feet and have plenty
of parking. I think maybe something like an overlay should be
DC COUNCIL, from p. 1
something to be considered. Also, I want to say that there are
“There are other ways to alleviate the problem other than a only three noise enforcers in the Consumer Regulatory Compremature, reactionary option like the rooming house act,” mission and they only work during the day, so this is another
problem”, Drissel said.
Heitzmann said.

BS

since 1990, joined Clarke in opposing the housing bill, said

dy

&

x

she was concerned the bill was too broad and would not take

into account house size and parking availability, which would
vary with each house.
She suggested an alternative in the form of “overlays,”
which would attempt to exempt certain districts from the bill,
but according to Heitzmann, the original bill listed Georgetown
as one zone that could not be exempt.
“As far as the rooming house issue is concerned, you can’t

Drissel added that for the cogenerator to be a viable project
“it would have to comply with the clean air act.”
Finally, Linda Cropp, an at-large council member since
1991 and the candidate endorsed by The Washington Post,

said she supports the housing bill, but stressed the need for
modifications. “When we deal with rooming houses and
alternative living for our citizens, we should make sure that it
doesn’t impact the neighborhood so that it dissolves the
character of the existing neighborhood,” Cropp said.
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By Kelly Doherty
Special to The HOYA

Georgetown alumna Marcia Cillan (GSB ’92) will represent New York in Saturday’s Miss America pageant, in
hopes of winning the nation’s most prestigious beauty title.
Cillan, an investment banker with J.P. Morgan in Manhattan, is currently in Atlantic City, completing two rigorous weeks of rehearsals to prepare for the competition,
which is broadcast live on national television.
In a phone interview yesterday, she said she was nervous
but excited about the pageant and added she was concentrating on getting ready for Saturday night.
“[My preparation] is two-fold. It is mental and physical,”
she said. Her preparation strategy includes a daily workout, voice training for the talent contest and staying up-todate with current events, Cillan said.
Cillan is from Richland, WA, and won her first local
beauty title as a freshman at the University of Puget Sound,
she said. The original inspiration for her participation in
beauty pageants was scholarship money.
“My father encouraged me to participate so I could pay
for my education. It helped pay for my books and supplies,”
Cillan said.
Cillan said if she won the Miss America title, she would
use the scholarship money to help pay off her student loans.
During her freshman year of college, Cillan visited
Georgetown for a National Leadership Conference and
made the decision to transfer. “I fell in love with it,” she
said.
At Georgetown, Cillan majored in international management and marketing. She served as marketing chair for the
Georgetown Program Board and belonged to Delta Sigma

:

Miss New York Marcia Cillan (GSB ’92).

YA
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/

Pi, the business fraternity.

In the fall of her junior year at Georgetown, Cillan won
the Miss Prince Georges County pageant in Maryland and
won $1,000. The same year she was also crowned Miss
Montgomery County.
After graduating from Georgetown, Cillan moved to
New York City and began working at J.P. Morgan. She is
currently on a three-month leave from the firm to compete
in the Miss America pageant. “J.P. Morgan said they hired
me because I participated in the Miss New York Pageant,”
Cillan said. “I gained interpersonal skills, communication
skills, stage presence, and ability to think on my feet [from
competing in pageants] that help me in my marketing
position,” she said.
“J.P. Morgan welcomed it with open arms. They recognize the pageant for what it stands for: outstanding, ambitious women,” she added.
Between April and June of 1993, Cillan won both the
Miss Manhattan and Miss New York titles, advancing her

to the final round: the Miss America Pageant.
The various components of the pageant include swimsuit, talent and formal gown competitions and a personal
interview segment. “Each candidate must have a message,” Cillan said. “My message is women mean business.
I want to celebrate the women’s movements.”
Cillan also stressed the importance of women in corporate America and modern woman's ability to succeed in a
male-dominated world.
2
This year’s pageant marks the first time contestants are
not allowed to hire beauticians, meaning they have to apply
their own make-up as well as style their own hair. But Cillan
said this new rule did not bother her. "I have no qualms
about it,” she said.

Cillan said she was excited about the contest but added,
“my family arrived last night. They are so nervous.”
The pageant airs Saturday night at 10 p.m. on NBC.

McCarthy Campaign Marks Anniversary
25 Years Later, Group Speaks of Activism and Race for White House

stated.

GUSA Endorses Local Candidate

Marie Drissel, an ANC commissioner in Sheridan-Kalorama

Banker By Day, Beauty Contestant By Night:
GU Grad Competes for Miss America Title
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By Jeff Hom
Special to The HOYA

Eugene McCarthy, a former presidential candidate and U.S. Senator from
Minnesota, gave the closing remarks at
“The McCarthy Campaigners of 1968:
Where Are They Now?”, a25th anniversary symposium held Friday in the ICC
Auditorium.
The symposium served to “recognize
the involvement of those campaigners
who today are in public office from city
governments to the White House,” according to the symposium’s program.
Today former campaigners are working
in various non-governmental groups and
as “dedicated teachers in our colleges,
universities, and law schools.”

“McCarthy inspired and motivated
people who are still doing things for
other people,” said Midge Miller, director of the Madison Institute. “Not only
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Suite 3100
Atlanta, GA 30328.

Fax (404)804-5888

did McCarthy challenge the president
of
the United States in his own primary, in
his own party, he challenged the war.”
During his address, McCarthy joked
about the activist nature of his campaign. “I have to tell you, I would rather
have arally last year than an anniversary
this year!” he said.
Regarding the Vietnam war,
McCarthy said, “When we started the
campaign. . . I thought we’d make a
reasonable showing in opposition to the
[Vietnam] war.”

Symposium speakers included
Pulitzer Prize winning political columnist
Haynes
Johnson,
Deputy
Undersecretary of State for Global Affairs Jessica Tuchman Matthews and
Dr. Martin Peretz, editor in chief of The
New Republic.
“The symposium gave a sense of history, a sense of commitment from [the
campaigners],” said associate govern-

Student Robbed in
Village C East
VILLAGE C, from p. 1
lage C East third floor resident, said the
attack had brought the realities of city
life home to her.
“Before I got here I was warned that
Washington was dangerous, but it seems
so real [now],” she said.

“Just because we are at Georgetown
doesn’t mean that we are in a safe utopia,” she Berman added.
Phillips said she had been aware of
campus crime but was still surprised by
her assailant.
“I was just thinking of crimes like
date rape or worrying about walking offcampus or drinking too much at parties.
It never occurred to me that this sort of
thing could happen on campus,” she
said.
“I thought of the community as pretty
confined and safe,” Phillips added.

ment professor Andrew Bennett, who
helped plan the event. “[The ’68 campaign] changed their lives fundamentally.”
Georgetown serves as home to the
McCarthy Historical Project Archive,
open to the public in the special collections section of Lauinger library.
Records of the national campaign office are augumented by various records
or state offices, paid television and radio
advertising, speech, and release files,
according to the Guide to Special Collections. It includes a wealth of written
and oral history narratives by many of
the most active participants in the campaign, the guide stated.
The bulk of the 445 linear feet of
campaign papers were donated in 1969
by the McCarthy Historical Project as
well as McCarthy and his wife.
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the Vote
in Georgetown and Burleith would not be
able to rent homes to more than four nonrelated individuals without obtaining
special permission from the DC Board of
Zoning Adjustment. Local neighborhood
groups, long opponents of off-campus
student housing, obviously support this
back-door attempt to decrease off-campus housing options, while GUSA plans
to vehemently fight it and the university
remains officially neutral.
Because of the relevance of both these
issues to students’ lives, The Hoya encourages students registered in the District to participate into today’s election.
Local residents usually count on students to stay out of D.C. politics, but by
voting, students have the chance to let

In a special election today, voters will
choose a new chair of the D.C. City Council, filling the position left vacant after
John Wilson's recent death.
The office is an important one — perhaps the second most powerful city posiftion, after that of the mayor. The chair of
the council ideally serves as a check and
balance to the mayor's office and also
wields a great deal of influence upon the
myriad issues facing the city.
Although Georgetown students rarely
show interest in local politics, today’s
election is an important one to the university because the voice of the new chair
may be particularly influential on two
issues close to home: the perennial
cogenerator controversy and the restric-

their voices be heard on these important

issues.
The five candidates running for chair
are David Clarke, Linda Cropp, Marie
Drissel, Emily Fitzsimmons and Charlene
Drew Jarvis. Based on the two most
important issues facing Georgetown,

recommend Clarke because of his opposition to Ray’s housing bill. Of course, the
city faces many other issues, but from a
Georgetown perspective, Clarke will most
respect the interests of students.

‘| versity Student Association (GUSA) re

If you are registered to vote in D.C.,
swing by the Carlos Rosario Adult Education Center on 35th and T Streets today
and place your vote for D.C. Council
Chair. Local politicians often seem to
ignore student concerns, because of our
frequently short stays within the District.
Voting in today’s election is one way to
force them to listen.

cently sided with the administration, saying the cogenerator would also be in the
best interests of students.
Although the D.C. City Council has
only an indirect connection to the
cogenerator project, the council will soon
decide whether or not to pass Ray's housing bill. If that bill becomes law, landlords

A Renewed

aware

politics to make

of their ideas

the

current structure of student government.

More importantly, the members have said
they hope to change the apathetic attitudes most students have towards a number of campus issues.
Although GUSA members may right-

:

-

;

Dear Neighbors:

[The proposed power plant] will
be atechnically advanced cogeneration facility like scores of others on
college and university campuses
around the nation. It will provide
Georgetown University with safe,
affordable, and cleaner energy into
the next century.
The project will result in considerable economic benefits to our city,
as well. Among them are new jobs,
tax revenues to the D.C. govern-

WHEREAS, Georgetown must
find a safe and cost-effective means
of providing for its energy in the
coming years, and,
A cogeneration facility will provide for the university’s needs into
the next century, and,
«The cogeneration facility will resultin25 percent less fuel consumption, which represents a savings of 8

:

million gallons of oil per year, and,

THE:HoYA
Patrick C. Lord,

The cogeneration facility will result in a 50 percent reduction in air
emissions during the early periods
of operation and even ints 25th year
of operation, emissions will be lower
than today’s, and,
*The cogeneration facility provides
special soundproofing that will re-
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Those students who decide to become D.C. voters could become a powerful voice against the Burleith residents behind the new bill. With five
students to a home in that area, it would
not be long before they outnumbered
the non-student residents. Politically
empowered, they could kill this and
future bills that endanger the Burleith
situation for our students.
‘
If the student body of Georgetown is
so concerned with the District Housing
Regulations, letthem become D.C. voters and stop the housing bill politically.
We are all adults now and should not
expect Georgetown to hold our hands
during this crisis.
James M. Monahan (CAS

’94)

ment and the ability to provide additional energy to the community to
help keep everyone’s rates lower in
the future.
It is very important to us that our
neighbors understand that the facility that we propose to build will be
an asset to our community and is
worthy of your support. To date,
federal and District of Columbia
government requirements and standards for such a facility have been
met through 19 different reviews

and approvals. I can assure you that
the new facility also meets an even
higher standard - our own conviction. After careful and thorough
study, we are fully satisfied that this
expanded facility will not adversely
affect our students, faculty, staff,
hospital patients, surrounding communities or the regional environment.
Thank you for your consideration.
Leo J. O’Donovan, SJ.

duce the noise level of the plant,
and,

«Solid waste will be reduced by
5,300 tons per year and truck traffic

In February of 1992 the Public
Service Commission extensively reviewed the electric and magnetic

to campus will be reduced more than

fields (EMF’s) and determined that

the project presented no health or
safety problems and that it would
result in a lesser magnetic field than
what currently exists, and,

«The cogeneration facility offers
the safest and most cost-effective
means
of
providing
for
Georgetown’s utility needs in the
coming years, therefore,

«Over the past three years the cogeneration projecthasbeenreviewed
19 times by 10 separate agencies
that were required to do so and in
each review the project had been
fully approved, and,

BE IT NOW RESOLVED, by the
Georgetown University Student Association, that the student association supports the proposed cogeneration facility and invites the final
approval of the project.

70 percent, and,
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The GUSA Assembly passed the following resolution unanimously at their Sept. 9 meeting:

AK.

Jennifer Almeida,

are responsible

The following is an excerptfroma letter written by University President
Leo J. O’ Donovan SJ, as itappeared in aspecial
advertising supplement to The Georgetowner newspaper. It is directed to the residents of the Burleith and Georgetown
communities and describes the university's policies with regards to the proposed cogenerator:

who has ever complained about GUSA
should plan on attending, or else accept
GUSA the way it is. If The Challenge is to
seriously explore alternative methods of
student government, they will need support. Perhaps we should not see The
Challenge as a challenge only to GUSA,
but as a challenge to the entire student
body as well.

group that proposed disbanding their
entire organization during the election
last year, The Challenge has shifted a bit
in their position towards GUSA and does
not now rule out working with them in the
future. While it is possible to see The

as residents,

sending a message to City Hall. If this
bill is so dangerous to us (and I agree
that it is), then we should respond as
voters against it. Your call for the
administration to take a stand is a cowardly way out.
Many students who would be affected by the bill are not official D.C.
residents. This is no one’s fault but
their own. Anyone can spend an hour
to go downtown to change their residency and voter registration. Those
students who find that they would rather
retain the vote in their home state are
simply out of luck. While it is within
their rights to retain their home state
residency, doing so sacrifices their
voices in the local political arena.

The Cogenerator: Support from O’Donovan and GUSA

White-Gravenor 204 and every student

fully feel a little apprehensive about a

we,

For the Record

Challenge as a negative force, GUSA
should realize that the mere existence of
The Challenge attests to GUSA’s higher
profile among students and the improvements made to the organization last year.
We commend the members of The Challenge for their lofty goals. During their
senior year, these students have fought
the stereotype of apathetic upperclassmen and have chosen not to except “business as usual” from GUSA. We urge the
group to try and work productively during the year to become more than just a
rhetorical thorn in GUSA’s side.
The Challenge is holding an informational meeting on Sunday at 3 p.m. in

more students

for reforming

To the Editor:
I was shocked and appalled by the
Sept. 10 editorial in Friday’s Hoya on
the proposed
D.C. housing bill. Claiming that the university should take a
stand is yet another example of the
crybaby nature of our student body.
We, as District of Columbia residents
of legal voting age, are the ones who
should take a stand.
When our students choose to live off
of the utopian Georgetown campus, we
take on the rights and responsibilities
of every other District resident. As
citizens we are subject to the laws of
the land. If those laws enact housing
limits, then we must abide by those
laws.
However, when a bill is proposed,

Challenge

The Challenge, a group of seven students that waged a write-in campaign
during last spring’s Georgetown University Student Association (GUSA) presidential election, was initially not taken
too seriously. Their third-place finish in
the election, however, confirmed their
“challenge” to GUSA had been taken to
heart by many students.
Members of The Challenge have announced they intend to remain active in
campus

we

Letters to the Editor

|

Tue Hoya welcomes letters from
our readers and will make every
effort to print as many as possible.
Letters should not exceed 250 words
and are subject to being edited if
they are longer. Tie Hoya reserves
the right to edit for style and clarity,
but every effort will be made to
retain the author’s intent.
Each letter must be signed and
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issues.
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tive off-campus housing bill proposed by
interim Council Chair John Ray.
The university's attempts to build an
expanded power plant have met with
continued neighborhood opposition and
local residents have used their clout with
the DC government to lobby against the
plan. But the administration has doggedly pursued the cogenerator project
because they say it would save the university millions of dollars by substantially cutting utilities costs. After long
ignoring the topic, the Georgetown Uni-

[¥
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VIEWPOINT George Ziets

U.N. Fails As U.S. Founders
HE LATEST AMERICAN ATTEMPT TO
capture the elusive General
Mohammed Farah Aidid succeeded only in rounding up a motley
band of United Nations personnel.
The American troops insisted, for their
part, that they had itright; the UN workers were indeed their intended targets.
So is this event a debacle in the tradition
of the Carter hostage rescue mission? I
think not. In fact, if the targets of that
raid really were the UN personnel, I'm
here to tell you that those soldiers probably couldn’t have struck a better blow
for America’s interests abroad.
‘In truth, the real debacle is today’s
U.N. Under the leadership of Secretary
General Bhoutros Bhoutros-Ghali, the
U.N. embodies the unrealistic “feelgood” foreign policy that has gripped
the world community since the collapse
of the Soviet Union. And we as Ameri-

a

i
sop

T

It should come as no

surprise the peace
now progressing in
Israel owes little to
the U.N. or the U.S..
cans should not fool ourselves; as the
world’s sole remaining superpower, we
are the ones at fault for these ridiculous
ideas. Naive and trusting to “feelings”
and “sensitivity,” Americans have swept
away their Cold War leaders and replaced them with a breed of experimenters who toy with the same ideals of the
socialist empire we battled for so long.

Too often our policy goals are guided
not by reason and foresight, but instead

by emotion and passion. While we push
for certainideals in remote places around
the world, we fail to live up to our own
ideals at home. Americans have lost
theirdirection and motivation as apeople.
The United States is still the greatest
country around, but more and more we
refuse to acknowledge that fact.
Why has the U.N. become politically
impotent and indecisive? The rise of
political impotence and indecision in
the United States, the U.N.’s backbone,
has precipitated a similar condition in
the organization it so strongly influences.
For the first time in history, the United
States has a president and Congress who
belittle Americans. Under the heavy hand
of their throwback-to-the-60s leadership,
we are becoming the worst kind of hypocrites. In Bosnia the “feel-good” U.N.,
backed by the U.S., demands that ethnic
groups live together in harmony and
cease their senseless fighting. And yet
here, in America, we cannot get enough
of divisive government programs and
movements to accentuate the differences
between Americans, rather than emphasizing the unique American culture that
should bond us together.
In our schools, instructors preach
barely-researched propaganda to convince young Americans that loyalty to
their own particular subculture ought to
be stronger than their commitment to
American society as a whole and their
futures depend upon that loyalty. If this
is not the road toward Balkanization,
what is?
In Somalia, meanwhile, the U.N. is

slowly pushing a system of morality,
law and order — again supported by

5

American ideals. Yet back home our
leaders tell us the morals we have accepted and drawn strength from for generations are insensitive. It should come
as no surprise, then, that the peace plan
in Israel owes little or nothing to the
U.N. or the United States. This lack of
involvement is nothing less than a clear
message to the “feel-good” politicians
who lead — in the loosest sense of the

word— the United Nations community.
It is a message to the American people
as well, which tells us, loud and clear,
that itis time to rethink our position very
carefully, because the rest of the world is
more than willing to go on without us.
The United Nations under BhoutrosGhali has become nothing more than a
playground of unrealistic politics, and
citizens of the United States would be
wise to disassociate themselves from it
now. The quagmire of hypocritical ideals that we have created must be resolved — and they must be resolved
here, in America. It is not time to experiment with failed philosophies. Rather it
is time to ponder the values and hard
work that made this country great. It is
time to take the advice of our nation’s
founders and look in before we look out.
We have a responsibility to rid ourselves of our weak leadership and their
outdated goals. It was capitalism, the
pursuit of excellence and strong morals
that built up the United States. Only
when we have reinstated those values in
this nation, not just in name but in practice, will we be entitled to take our
rightful place as the head of the community of nations.

Peace Plan To Benefit Israel

George Ziets is a sophomore in the
College of Arts and Sciences.

Agreement Should Strengthen Security, Economy

Jason Zuckerman

T

Trevor Butterworth

(PLO)

Rethinking Religous Rhetoric
S

“unchanging” state is viewed as evidence of deep and eternal
truths.
Yet what these commentators forget is that Christianity is a
|
constantly
evolving phenomenon. Sometimes the evolution is
conservative:
any
to
seem
must
England
of
h
...The-Churc
driven by neo-Darwinian environmental concerns, as in the
Christian at the very least eccentric and at worst, out of
medieval ban on married priests (their progeny were inheritcontrol. Although the above headline is not areal one, it could
easily be found on the pages of any London tabloid and it ing church property); frequently, the evolution is accidental,
as in the current ban on contraception.
captures the spirit of the Church’s last 10 years: from the
This latter point needs to be explained, because it rests at the
Bishop of Durham’s “questioning” of the historical validity of
heart of the forthcoming Papal Encyclical. At the start of the
the resurrection to the ongoing imbroglio over the introducsecond Vatican Council, John XXIII established a commistion of women priests. As the most catholic of Protestant
sion of theologians and lay people to investigate whether the
Churches struggles to catch up to where it thinks society
Church should permit the use of contraceptives. The commisopinion rests on a number of issues, it leaves a flotilla of
sion supported such permission, but due to John XXIII’s
tabloidesque headlines in its wake.
untimely death in 1968, his successor Pious XI was persuaded
The most recent contribution to the Church controversy
to accept a rival report with a different conclusion.
comes from Canon Anthony Harvey, a former lecturer in
The rival report was incorporated into the 1968 encyclical,
theology at Oxford and currently a senior clergyman at
Humanae Vitae — a work that Catholic theologians are
Westminster Abbey. As the London Times reported on Aug.
banned from questioning. The story of John XXIII’s commis27, Canon Harvey's call for the Church of England to revise
sion was recounted only last year on Irish television.
its teaching on marriage for life raised more than one eyebrow
The story about contraception is also discussed in The
to heaven. By following this with an appeal for re-examinaVicars of Christ, a book by theologian Peter de Rosa. You
tion of the Church’s opposition to pre-marital sex, I conjecture
won’t be able to look that up in Lauinger library, however,
that Harvey positively strained a lot of normally calm clergy.
because it happens to be the only one of de Rosa’s recent
books not in Georgetown’s collection, yet arguably his most
famous. Could there be a connection between its absence and
the fact that a Catholic review called it “a bin full of garbage?”
Either way, the point is that so much of Church policy and
tradition is very much contingent on people, events and issues
(for instance, why the Augustinian view of Christianity triumphed over the Gnostic, why the doctrine of the Immaculate
Conception was a product of the 19th century and not before).
On many issues, Pope John Paul II is struggling to make
inertia the primary quality of late 20th-century Catholicism.
The same sort of thing occurred in the latter part of 19th
century with an encyclical condemning freedom of religion,
While Harvey may have some very interesting things to say
press, labor unions and a variety of other modern “evils.”
on a theological and ethical level, I am more concerned with
The diktat was short lived, however, and it is now almost
his timing than with the substantive issues. It is indeed ironic
impossible to imagine how such principles could be construed
that if the prophets of doom are right, areactionary encyclical
as evil. While one can concede, using the earlier example of
on sex and society from another church, the Roman Catholic
Canon Harvey, that determining what is merely fashionable
Church, will follow in its path; it is also ironic that Harvey
and misguided is a difficult process; to continue to resist
should have voiced “progressive” arguments that are curevolving with society while ignoring the contingency of much
rently being questioned by both liberal and left-wing pundits
dogma is a mistake of possible Darwinian proportions.
(in the face of growing social problems in Britain, the concept
of the two-parent family is not as detested as it once was).
Trevor Butterworth is is an exchange student in the School
The fact that religion doesn’t normally keep pace with
of Continuing Education from Trinity College, Dublin, Iresecular society is often considered to be a particularly imporland.
tant virtue: it is indifferent to the whimsy of fashion, and its
HOCK AND HORROR! A CHURCH OF ENGLAND BISHOP CLAIMS
beliefin God isno longer essential to the “postmodern”
Church. . .
:

HE AGREEMENT RECENTLY REACHED
between Israel and the Palestinian Liberation Organization
represents

one

of the greatest

accomplishments in twentieth-century
diplomatic history. That the PLO, an
organization whose charter called for
the destruction of the Jewish state through
armed struggle, has recognized Israel’s
right to exist and has renounced terrorist
activities directed against Israel is truly

remarkable.
The PLO-Israel accord appeared to
come out of nowhere and jump right
onto the front page; however, it did not
develop overnight. It is the product of
Israel’s attempts at making peace with
its neighbors since being founded in
1948.
In the past, Israel has been willing to
make unusual compromises in the name
of peace. For instance, after repelling
Egyptian troops from the Sinai Peninsula in the 1967 war and gaining control
of the area, Israel returned the peninsula
to Egypt under the terms of the 1979
Camp David Accords, normalizing diplomatic relations between the two countries.
Since Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rabin took office in June, 1992, he has

made many concessions to Israel’s Arab
neighbors in an attempt to create peace

On many issues, Pope John
Paul II is struggling to make

Israel spends 8.2% of

inertia the primary quality of
late 20th-century Catholicism.

compared to less than

Campus Opinion:

its GNP on defense,

5% in the U.S.

— not to mention the loss in life. Decades of strife have strained relations in
the region to the point that, in the absence of a peace plan, war could easily
break out in the region during the next
few years.
The accord between Israel and the
PLO is remarkable in itself, but the possibilities for the future are even more
remarkable. Leaders of Arab nations
have refused for years to recognize
Israel’s right to exist. Moreover, Arab

nations have refused to make any sort of
peace with Israel until the Palestinian
dilemma has been addressed. The negotiations begun in Madrid have laid the
groundwork for peace between Israel
and all of her neighbors, ending the
stalemate that prevented any serious
progress in the region.
Israel has been the victim of undue
United Nations criticism for years, in-

cluding resolutions equating Zionism
with racism. Now, however, Israel has a
better shot at equal treatment and maybe
even a chance to gain a long-coveted
seat on the Security Council.
The PLO-Israel accord could precipitate the end of the Arab economic boycott Israel has endured for 48 years. The
boycott, begun by the Arab League
Council on Dec. 2, 1945, not only prohibits trade between Israel and the Arab
world, but it includes a secondary boycott aimed at companies that trade with
Israel and a tertiary boycott aimed at
companies that do business with companies that trade with Israel.
With a reduced security threat, Israel
could devote fewer of its resources to its
defense and redirect them to issues such
as unemployment, immigrant absorption and infrastructure development. Israel presently allocates about 8.2 percent

inthe region. These concessions include
curtailing the construction settlements
in the occupied West Bank territories,
discussing with the Syrians the terms of
their occupation of the Golan Heights
and allowing Palestinian representatives
to participate in Arab-Israeli peace talks.
Critics claim the Jericho-Gaza plan
endagers Israel. Perpetuating the status
quo, however, is a far riskier option.
Israel spends millions of dollars each
year defending its occupied territories

of its gross

national

product

Israel has inestimable human capital,
with one of the world’s highest literacy

the bouncer

enforce

the dress
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Ed Degraan, CAS ’96

Jamie Alleyn, CAS ’96

Jahmal Green

SFS ’95

allow the two groups to pool

would profit tremendously from mutual

Israel has been the
victim of undue
United Nations

criticism for years.
scientific cooperation on issues such as
water supply and agriculture, including
sharing of Israel’s desalination methods
and drip irrigation technology.
In 1897, when the First Zionist Congress convened in Basil, Switzerland,
Theodore Herzl spoke of his aspirations
to create a Jewish homeland, one that
would be a “nation among nations.”
Yasser Arafat once said, “the goal of our
struggle is the end of Israel, and there
can be no compromise.” Now he has
unequivocally acknowledged Israel’s
right to exist. While the plan will certainly not end the regional conflict, it
represents a radical departure from past
policy and brings new hope to a region
desperately in need of change. It now
seems possible that Herzl’s dream of
normalization for the Jewish state may
come to fruition before Israel celebrates
the 100th anniversary of the First Zionist
Congress.
Jason Zuckerman (CAS '96) is vicechair of the Georgetown-Israel Alliance.
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defense; the U.S., by comparison, devotes less than 5 percent of its GNP to
defense, according to areport in the May
14 issue of Sh’ Ma, an Israeli news magazine. Israel’s strategic location, midway
between Europe and the Persian Gulf,
would allow it to serve as a gateway to
the Middle East. Although Israel possesses few raw materials, particularly in

rates along with a highly skilled labor
force. Peace in the region would calm
the fears of potential foreign investors,
increasing the flow of capital into the
country and economic growth potential.
The peace plan may also foster opportunities for regional cooperation, allowing Middle East nations to address one
of the biggest threats to regional stability: Islamic radicals. Islamic fundamen-

Bottled Pub Scum for Christmas.
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Strength of the Spirit
Two Months After a Devastating Fire Ravaged Visitation,
The Community Focuses on the Future

A passerby on 35th street first noticed
flames and smoke emerging from the
school’s cupola and rushed to notify the
sisters inside. The fire bell sounded
shortly afterwards, and two fire trucks

quickly arrived. As the fire increased in
scope throughout the afternoon, the number of fire trucks increased to a grand
total of 27 — half of D.C.’s entire fire
truck force.
A later investigation determined the
fire was caused by heating guns used by
painting contractors toremove paint from
an academy building, according to Visitation Headmaster Dan Kerns.
At first people inside assumed the
alarm was false, but took quick cues
from the shouts and activity outside that
the fire was real.
;
“Everybody was out immediately,”
Hannan said.
Initially no one realized the fire’s intensemagnitude, including the D.C. Fire
Department crew first on the scene.
Although it appeared the flames were
extinguished by 11 p.m., the fire broke
out again at 2:30 a.m. It was hard, the
sistersrecounted, to believe such a nightmare was occurring.
“When I suddenly realized it was out
of control, I felt helpless and terrified,”
Hannan recalled.
Immediately after hearing about the
fire, the school’s friends and neighbors,
as wellas Georgetown community members, rushed to the sisters’ aid. Parents
and alumni flocked to the burning school.
Even University President Leo J.
O’Donovan, SJ, hurried to Visitation
when he saw the flames from his office
and quickly began consoling shaken and
upset sisters and students.
Many Georgetown students in the area
also helped with the removal of people
and objects from the building as the fire

Sarah George/The HOYA

Georgetown Visitation President Sister Mary Berchmans Hannan,
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Clinic in Los Angeles, one out of every
five people in the United States is sub-.
ject to hay fever and other violent reactions to seasonally irritating flora, such
asragweed and “golf ball” pollens. These
natural fiends have been known to torment people from early spring until
winters first frost.
“I'hate my allergies,” one sophomore
in SFS commented.
“They drive me
crazy... my allergies treat me like Tom
treats Jerry; they just keep chasing after
me hoping that I'll eventually give in
and not accomplish what I need to, be
that school work or just plain fun in my
free time.”
Individual allergy seasons vary as different people are allergic to different
substances. Different plants pollinate at
different times; trees pollinate in early

Special to The HOYA

For many Georgetown students,
muggy late-summer and early-Autumn
days might as well be spent in Hell.
Such students’ first morning actions
are moments of thankfulness for soft
quilted tissues, as they sneeze incessantly. Concentrating on not sounding
as if they just inhaled helium from oversized balloons becomes a constant effort, and thoughts of passing August
evenings without paying a sniffling,
scratching, sneezing tribute to Nature’s
devilish greenery turn into only distant
fantasies.
These unfortunate Georgetown stu-

[the sisters]. . . I trusted that somehow

the Lord would see us through it.”
“The Spirit Rebuilds the Place”
The community’s Mother Superior,
Mother Philomena, has said in the wake
of the fire that the school community
hopes to see the physical reconstruction
of Visitation completed by September,
1994.
Parts of the main academy building,
built in 1873

and renovated
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dents are not alone — according to Dr.

Sheldon Spector of the Allergy Medical
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which induces blood vessels to expand
and bodily fluids to leak into tissues.
These reactions are similar to what happens when the body fights a virus and
the same symptoms are evident — sneez-

ing, stuffy or runny noses, itchy eyes,
post nasal drips and, for the worst sufferers, even gastro-intestinal pains which
transform swallowing food into a traumatic experience.
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’95). “It’s be-

cause the pollen and stuff are different.
It’s much better at home.”
The sudden development of allergies
for Georgetown students is common and
is based in conditions in the local environment, as well as the genetic causes of
allergies.
Pollen counts (the number of pollen
grains within one cubic meter of air) of
only 10 to 15 can spark allergic reac-

tions in many people — and readings in
the low hundreds are not unusual in D.C.
The D.C. allergy seasons last longer
because of the early, warm springs, the

HEY.
A

TI HEARD
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“Nunsense,” will also be donated to the
restoration fund.

The nuns of Georgetown Visitation
said they have remained optimistic about
the school’s future. “The sisters are in-

Visitation’s administration has been
quick to initiate the long repair process.
Eight temporary mobile classrooms on
campus have been used to accommodate the school’s 420 students since
reopening Sept. 7.

credible,” said Suzanne Grant, director

of annual giving and publications. “They
have a very positive attitude.”
The sisters keep their spirits high by
focusing on their blessings and good
fortune, rather than the scarring effects
of the tragedy.
“It’s been an experience,” Hannan
said. “I’ve learned that from all that
appears to be bad, good can be derived.
My 89-year-old mother called and said,
and I believe this is right, that the best
approach to take with this tragedy of
Visitation isi “don’t look back, look forward.

The newly-formed Georgetown Visitation Renovation Fund is working to
finance construction expenses not covered by the school’s insurance. The

school has already received $300,000 in

unsolicited donations. The fundraising
committee has planned several activities this fall to raise additional funds,
including a gala auction at the Leavey
Center on Oct. 30, a golf tournament

in November. Proceeds from The Trinity Players’ current production of

Staff writer Ruth E. Igoe contributed
to this report.

late date of the first frost — and in between, all of the hot, muggy air conducive to a lot of pollination.

Avoiding early spring mornings when
pollen drifts through the air, as well as
using air conditioners throughout the
day instead of opening windows would
help people avoid irritants.

OF

Over-the-counter

drugs,

known

rather face allergy discomforts without
the help of doctors. “I don’t take medication because Im more into natural
solutions than all of that stuff these knowit-all doctors give their patients." Broeker
said. “ButI’mbeginning to wonder about
the worth of my convictions.”

Although oftentimes doctors’ suggested remedies may seem to more of a
bother than the problem, care fully schedMany forms of temporary relief exist uling outdoor day activities, proper medifor those who want to control their aller- cation and resolve to remember when to
gies instead of letting their allergies go out and when to stay in can make
control them, Spector emphasized.
.even Hell a little more hospitable.

By Rick Choi
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coor PARTY
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Even with all these methods of relief,
Ann Broeker (SFS ’97) said she would

Although a complete cure for allergies does not yet exist, it is helpful for
students at this time of year to do all they
can to combat the symptoms and - as a
last mental refuge — to note winter’s
first frostis not all that tar into the future.

Do

ol

as

antihistamines,
are also available to those
who suffer allergies, but most cause
drowsiness. Prescription medicines, such
as Seldane, usually do not include the
sleepy side effects. And allergy shots,
however unpleasant, are available for
those suffering acute allergy discomfort.

“Unaware that allergies are genetic,
some may think that they eventually
develop allergies due to biological
changes within them,” Spector said.
“However, one merely becomes aware
of allergies that he or she has always
possessed due to changes in his or her
environment.”

The Freshman

36 Produces

48
49

11 Knowledge
Cry of woe

Kallens

school’s valuable paintings — including one of St. Mary and St. Margaret
given to Visitation by Charles X of
France — were also removed from the
building to safety.

According to Spector, although most
people’s allergic reactions usually develop by their late teens, allergies can
also be an unrecognized personal trait
until a change in the environment encourages allergies’ unpleasant symptoms.

Some Georgetown students said they
believe the conditions in Washington,
DC. make them more prone to allergic
reactions than when at home.
“I have allergies, but only here,” said
Michael

Sarah George/The
he HOYA

After Visitation’s 20-hour fire, 80 percent of the main academic building was
burned and total damages were estimated at five million dollars.

in 1988,

were destroyed completely. Two thick,
brick walls were the only structures finally able to stop the fire before it reached
the chapel and monastery where the
nuns reside.
Many precious historic objects and
treasures from the school’s past were
destroyed, including one painting and
several Steinway pianos dating from the
1950’s. Led by Kerns, however, parents
formed a human-chain brigade through
the burning building to reach valuables.
All of the archives’ books were saved
although they suffered both water and
smoke damage. Sister Maida Anne
rushed into the monastery to save the
convent’s vow book, containing records
of the nuns’ vows throughout the
school’s history. Almost all of the

&<

skin to release histamine,

———

Most of the sisters waited around the
corner on P Street, praying and supporting one another. Hannan recalls feeling
“a tremendous sense of peace among

22>

spring, grasses in late spring, weeds in
fall, and dust and mold create yearround problems for others.
When an allergy-causing agent attacks the body, the immune system produces antibodies to fight them as it would
any other biological intruder. Antibodies cause certain cells in the eyes, stomach, lungs, upper respiratory system and

ai

tion.

Seasonal Flora From Hell

By Emily Carton

a

The “Small Attic Fire”

ak

school’s computer lab.

smoldering. But then, all of a sudden,
the fire just exploded. You could hear it
and see the flames just shooting twenty
feet into the sky.
“I don’t think others told the people
inside how bad it was getting so as not to
panic anyone. But initially just with the
crowds and the people running in and
out getting people and things it was
really chaotic. The fire department helped
get people under control.”
The nuns were mournfully calm and
resigned after they had done their part in
retrieving valuables. As it became increasingly apparent there would be significant damage, only a few nuns began
to cry, while most others entered a state
of shock and disbelief, according to
Stapleton. Kens said several sisters were
hospitalized for shock and heat exhaus-

tia

ing, as a handful of students used the

was just a small attic fire and was just

ae

July 8 was a sweltering, oppressive
day, with temperatures in the District
reaching 100 degrees. At Georgetown
Visitation Preparatory School, summer
school classes let out at 2 p.m. and the
school day quickly wound down.
Only a few sisters remained working
upstairs in the main academic building,
preparing for a ministry network meet-

Tie

Special to The HOYA

worsened.
“I was walking up 35th street at about
4 pm.” recalled Meghan Stapleton
(CAS 04), “Everybody thought the fire

@

home, which stood for 190 years as a
symbol of Catholic educational tradition.
The fire was finally extinguished noon
July 9 and ultimately burned 80 percent
of the building; over five million dollars’ worth of damage. But in the shadow
of burned mortar, bricks and wood,
Visitation’s sisters, students and supporters have come together to funnel
their sense of grief into the positive
energy of reconstruction. Their motto is
an appropriate one: “The Spirit Rebuilds
the Place.”

Visitation President Sister Mary
Berchmans Hannan said she was working in one of three Victorian parlors on
the main academy building’s ground
floor around 3:40 n.m. when she suddenly heard shouts from the street outside.
“Ithought, * What's the excitement?””
she related with emotion the first moments of what would soon turn out to be
a sweeping, ruinous fire — a tragedy
that has thrown the community surrounding the historic and distinguished school
into a rush to recover and rebuild their

By Missy Ryan
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SPORTS
Men's Tennis

Hoyas Fall to George Mason, 5-2

Selling Out Tradition

Sal

Last Thursday a terrible thing
happened. The owners of the Major
League Baseball Association voted
27-1 to change the structural format
of the league divisions in order to
increaserevenue by making the game
more attractive to television executives and more appealing to fans.
Starting

With 28 teams in the leagues
right now, it has been discussed in

the national sports media that two
more would need to be added in
order to have six divisions with an
equal number of teams. Again, a
move like this would increase
baseball’srevenue and even getmore
players into the major leagues, but
the quality of baseball would go
down. More teams would add countless numbers of rubber-armed righthanders and catchers that hit .175.
The difference between good and
bad teams would increase to the extent that even this year’s pathetic
Mets team would look like a pennant contender.

in 1994, the American

a

an

=

and National leagues will each realign from two divisions to three.
This would create National Football
League-type playoffs, where the six
division winners and two wild card
teams participate in post-season play.
The reason: as baseball makes the
metamorphosis from sport for sport’s
sake into amulti-billion dollar entertainment mecca, money — not the
good of the game — has become the
main determinant in the owners’ decisions.
The league realignment is a huge
change in professional baseball,
comparable to expanding the season
from 154 to 162 games or Curt Flood
becoming the first free agent. Like
those events, division realignment
might be good for the players or
owners

financially,

but

Series) would

take away

All

quently

even

though

The Georgetown men’s tennis team
kicked off its fall 1993 season Sunday
with a bittersweet 5-2 loss to George
Mason.
The Hoyas put themselves in a hole
early, losing all three doubles matches
before singles play even began. Senior
John Santoro and junior Andy Parker

Major

sell out their 82,000

seat

fell in straight sets, 6-2, 6-2, to Kirk

stadium. This kind of success should
send a clear message to owners that
fans are happy with baseball the way
it is. There is no need to glitz up
games with gimmicks
like more playoffs or inter-league play.
Baseball is a game of dreams.
Things like witnessing a subway
series, hitting .400 for the season or
even catching afoul ball in the stands
make the game great. Some of these
dreams might never happen, but
when they do they become legendary. These dreams and legends are
what make the game appealing to
fans.

from the

Floeck and Parth Sambamarti. The freshman tandem of Gregg Rosen and Chris
Dicarlo split the first two sets of their
match, both of which went to tiebreaks,

before succumbing in the third, 6-2. Seniors Greg Lester and Bob Wilhelm,
playing in the number-three spot, won
their first set, lost the second in atiebreak,

and dropped the third, 6-2.
The sweep was not so disastrous as it
might sound, however, because the
doubles portion of the match is a best-ofthree contest for a single point. Thus,
Georgetown was down only 1-0 after
the doubles sweep.
“Strategically, we were making mistakes on things we should be doing, like
not going to the net aggressively
enough,” said Head Coach Rich Bausch.
Buthe added that, overall, he was “pretty
happy with the quality of the doubles
play.”
Out of the six singles matches, the
Hoyas were able to pick up only two
victories. Parker, playing in the number-

The upcoming changes are the
results of an effort to extend the
season of the boys of summer so the
game will be followed by more fans,
bringing more money to the owners.
But by selling out to increase the
number of baseball park sellouts,
the opposite effect might very well
occur.

quite possible. If ‘a subway series
actually happens on a regular basis,
inter-league play would make it seem
not so significant and impossible
dreams would become mundane.
It is not coincidental that this decision was made during the same

matter “The Snowman”) for his postseason heroics just isn’t right.

this,

League baseball is more popular than
ever. Attendance across the board is
higher at all levels of pro-ball: the
Buffalo Bisons, a Triple-A team
outdraws some pro teams and the
expansion Colorado Rockies fre-

but with the realignment, it could be

Jackson “Mr. November” (or for that

By Dan Graziano
HOYA Staff Writer

the owners have made a panicky,
poorly thought out decision.

significance of things like the “subway” series. New York fans have
dreamed for decades of a World
Series between two of their teams.
The Mets and the Yankees have
never played each other except during the preseason. It had appeared to
be abaseballfan’s impossible dream,

it will be

Junior Parker, Freshman Dicarlo Highlight Season Opener

salaries and decreased TV money,

With two leagues of 15 teams
each, inter-league play would be necessary so all teams could play on the
same day. This concept is horrible
because a break of tradition of this
magnitude (teams usually play out
of their league only during the World

terrible for the great baseball tradition. Consider:
The extra number of playoff
games will lengthen the season considerably, turning itinto a seemingly
endless marathon like the NHL or
NBA post-seasons. The wild card
games would push the World Series
back into November, right at the
beginning of winter. Calling Reggie

|

year players like Barry Bonds make
$43 million contracts or television
contracts have become less lucrative while more teams divide the
contract money. It appears that in
trying to compensate for increased

three spot, came on strong late to beat
Floeck, last year’s DC Metro Tournament Champion, 6-3, 5-7, 6-0. Head
Coach Rich Bausch described Parker’s
victory as a mental one as well as a
physical one. “Andy played so hard he
basically made the guy quit,” Bausch
said. “It’s always a rewarding victory to
not only beat their game, but also their
head.”
The other singles victory came from
the number-six spot, where freshman
Dicarlo earned the first victory of his
collegiate career. Dicarlo took the first
set against GMU's Dave Stout into a
tiebreak, which he won, 7-0. He then
pounded Stout 6-0 to take the second set
and the straight-set victory.
“It was really exciting,” Dicarlo said

of his intercollegiate initiation, “I was a
little nervous in the first set, but then I
kind of settled in and went on to beat
him.”
“It’s always awesome for everybody
when you can put a freshman on the
court and he can come up with a win,”

Bausch said.
At number-one singles, Santoro
played a tight first set against GMU’s
Kevin Gerard. He lost it, 7-5, and then
proceeded to drop the second by a score
of 6-2.
“All in all, I'felt good about the way I
played,” Santoro said. “I’m just sort of
getting used to playing again and not
really doing some of the things I should
be doing yet. A lot of us didn’t really

compete over the summer, so I think it’s
just a matter of getting in tune.”
Lester, playing at number two, was
beaten badly by Sambamarti, 6-1, 6-1.
Senior Julian Baker dropped a 6-1, 6-3
decision to Herman Swart.
Wilhelm, playing his second threesetter of the day, took the opening set
from GMU’s Kai Engelhardtby
the score
of 6-4. He then lost the second and third
by scores of 6-4 and 6-3, respectively.
“I thought I was hitting the ball really
well,” Wilhelm said. “I felt good about
[the match]. I just played an opponent

who was a little bit better.”
According to Bausch, Wilhelm had
the longest day of anyone who set foot
on the court yesterday, with a grueling
doubles match followed by a three-set
singles contest. “I think maybe he just
ran out of juice there in the third [set].”
Wilhelm agreed with his coach’s assessment and said that he got “a little
tired and a little frustrated and just
couldn’tknock off some of the big points
in the third set.”
As the team prepares for next
weekend’s Mid-Atlantic Fall Classic
Tournament at Navy, Bausch feels confident about the upcoming season.
“I’m not at all disappointed [about
Sunday],” Bausch said. “It’s one thing

to play well and it’s a whole different
level to actually win. Right now we’re
just trying to assess everybody’s capabilities and see where we’re at. It was
definitely a good start.”
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Volleyball

Hoyas Win Three Straight Matches, Capture Classic
HOYA Staff Writer

The women’s volleyball team rolled
through the Georgetown Classic, winning nine straight games and three consecutive matches and receiving amuchneeded early-season confidence boost
in the process.
On Friday, the Hoyas squeezed by the
Lady Knights of Rutgers,

15-9, 17-15,

15-13 in what proved to be the toughest
match of the weekend.
“We were struggling a little bit on
Friday,” said Head Coach Jolene Nagel.
“Mostly, I felt our communication
needed work. . .[it] would come and go.”

But while Georgetown faced considerable problems, Rutgers’ problems were
greater. The Lady Knights served into
the net twice as often as the Hoyas, with
15service errors to Georgetown’s seven.
In addition, the Hoyas were more efficient spikers, capitalizing on twice as
many opportunities as Rutgers did.
Freshman outside hitter Meghan
O’Rourke

Sarah George/The HOYA

Amy Meier and Danielle Stannard were named to the All-Tourney team...

led all hitters with

12 kills,

while freshman teammate Danielle
Stannard and junior Lori Loureiro added
eight and seven kills apiece.
Saturday’s early afternoon match
against Davidson afforded the team further time in which to work on Friday’s
communicationerrors. These errors were
mostly eliminated and the Hoyas crushed
Davidson, 15-11, 15-8, 15-3.
“The problems we had against
Rutgers, we really worked on Saturday,” Nagel said. “Ithink the [Davidson]
match was by far our best of the weekend.”
Going into the match, Davidson's

record was a near-perfect 4-1, but the
Hoyas’ arms were slinging again, with
both O’Rourke and Stannard leading all
hitters from both teams with 10 and
eight spikes apiece. More importantly,
the team was able to limit its errors: not
a single ball-handling error or blocking
error was recorded, while only four receiving errors — less than half of the
Wildcats’ tally — were given up.
After bringing their record back up
above the waterline, and ironing out
early-season wrinkles, the Hoyas
coasted through their final match against
Northeastern, 15-11, 15-3, 15-13. The
second game went so fast Nagel substituted freshman Eve Zyzik in the final
game as setter.
“All weekend we got alot of people in
the matches, but especially Saturday,”
Nagel said. “Eve [Zyzik] and [freshman] Stephanie [Dersch] both had setting opportunities, so that we are prepared in case anything happens to one of
our players.”
O’Rourke and Stannard once again
stood out with successful spiking; also,
Dersch added 11 kills. The team collectively scored nine service aces, with
Dersch, sophomore Kathy Joy and freshman Zahra Kitson tallying two each.
Meier and Stannard were named to
the All-Tournament team; rookie
O’Rourke was named the tournament’s
MVP.
Nagel was not surprised by
O’Rourke’s success. While commenting that “Meghan O’Rourke did a very
nice job,” Nagel added that “we aren’t
even specifically setting up to Meghan.
Her hitting stats are comparable to what

See VOLLEYBALL, p. 7
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By Molly Peterson

£7

Successful Spiking Propels GU Squad Past
Rutgers, Davidson and Northeastern

Sarah George/The HOYA

- . .while Meghan O’Rourke spiked her way to Georgetown Classic MVP.

Men's Soccer

Field Hockey

Hoyas Beat Orange In
Big East Season Opener

Two Wins in a Row!

By Brian Franey
Special to the HOYA

The Georgetown men’s soccer team
opened its Big East season Sunday with
a 2-0 shutout over Syracuse.
“It was a well-deserved victory. Road
wins in the Big East are always tough,
especially in a place like the Carrier
Dome,” said Head Coach Keith
Tabatznik.
Junior Phil Wellington made four
saves and earned the win in goal for the
Hoyas, and was named the Big East CoDefensive Player of the Week. Senior
Christian Aviza headed in his first career goal at the 34:16 mark of the first
half, with sophomore Ben McKnight
and senior Ron Dennie earning assists.
Freshman Patrick Kelly made the score

Georgetown Beats Davidson in Overtime

2-0 at 44:32 by putting in a missed shot
by sophomore Raul Ferrer.
“We put the game away in the first
half, and that set the tone for the rest of
the game” Tabatznik said. The Hoyas
won despite being out-shot 12-9 overall,
including 7-1 in corner kicks.
Tabatznik said the key to the Hoyas’
victory was the back three of the defense, junior Chris Jones and freshmen
Trent Davol and Brandon Lieb. “The
back three allowed Syracuse few good
scoring opportunities, and were a big
reason for Wellington’s shutout,” the
coach said.
The win improved the team’s overall
record to 2-2. They next play at Mount
St. Mary’s on Sept. 15 and follow that
with their Big East home opener on
Sept. 19.

By Susan Flanagan
HOYA Staff Writer
How could a team, winless after
31 consecutive games, suddenly pull
off a 7-0 victory? And then another
win? Many people probably brushed
off the field hockey team’s seasonopening win as pure luck. But the
Hoyas did it again this Saturday,
defeating Davidson 1-0 in overtime
onKehoe field. Their second victory
this season proves that they are a
new and improved team capable of
winning.
“I'm very excited,” said Head
Coach Allison Williams. “The team
is working well together; we're a
totally different team than last year.”
After two closely-matched, scoreless halves, the game went into over-

time. With just 59 seconds remaining in the overtime period, junior
Natalie Niers converted on a pass
from sophomore Catherine Walker
to give the Hoyas the 1-0 victory.
“We didn’t give up,” Williams
said. “We kept fighting and we were
real aggressive.”
:
Davidson had more opportunities
to score than Georgetown, with 10
penalty corners to Georgetown’stwo.
Both teams recorded a fair amount
of shots on goal — Georgetown took

Cross Country

GU Cruises in First Meets
By Doug Adams
Special to The HOYA

Both the women’s and men’s cross
country teams opened their seasons with
resounding victories Saturday.
The
women easily dispatched both Notre
Dame and George Mason, 21-40-80,
while the men beat Notre Dame 22-33.
The women’s squad simply overwhelmed Notre Dame and George Mason. Junior Caryn Landau and senior
Catherine Feeney placed first and second, with times of 17:45 and 18:08,
respectively, while freshman Miesha
Marzell, senior Mindy Schneider and
junior Joline Staeheli all placed among
the top seven.
In a show of the team’s depth, sophomore Laura Sturges and senior Meghan
Dotter both finished in the top 10. The
‘women’s team, currently ranked second
in the nation, has past, current and po-

tentially future All-Americans on the
team.
The women will be tested this year,
with district match-ups against the likes
of Villanova, Penn State, Cornell, and
Providence — some of the better teams
thatthe country has to offer. Infact, they
should face the very best well before the
Nov. 23 NCAA Championships.
Head Coach Frank Gagliano placed
the runners in different practice schedules to test some of the younger runners

and see how they would perform under
race circumstances. This created an
interesting test this weekend, as the
unique training situations left certain
runners tired and others fresh. With the
team’s awesome depth, however, the
Hoyas never missed a beat in dominating their season openner. The Hoyas
hope to build off of this victory and
continue to progress until they reach the
NCAAs.
The team does not yet have a clear-cut
top seven, but future meets and intense
workouts should produce astarting team
in later months. Right now, the squad is
trying to find a group with just the right
chemistry. But, from the results of this
meet, it would seem that Georgetown
will still be a very successful team, regardless of who is starting in a given
race.
On

the

men’s

side,

meanwhile,

Saturday’s contest featured two teams
ranked among the top 10 in the country.
While different polls had ranked the two
teams differently, Notre Dame had consistently been placed higher than the
Hoyas, usually by only one place. But,
by fielding the meet’s top three finishers
— junior Andy Downin, sophomore Seth
Wetzel, and freshman
Brendan
Heffernan — Georgetown established
who deserved the higher ranking. The
threesome all finished within four sec-

See CROSS COUNTRY, p.7

12, while Davidson tallied 15 — but

Michael Shulman/The HOYA

Freshman Courtney Finnegan knocks the ball at Davidson’s end of the field.

strong goalkeeping on both ends kept

the game scoreless.
“We had some [scoring] opportunities, but not a lot; they were down
in our attacking circle more than we
were in theirs,” Williams said. “Our

goalkeeper
[sophomore
Pat
McKeon] did a good job and made
some good saves.”
A strong, solid defense was definitely the key to Georgetown’s win.
In addition to McKeon’s stellar
goalkeeping, junior tri-captain
Megan Reich played an exceptional
game at sweeper.
“Megan did a good job in holding
Davidson to few shots and getting
the ball out of the defensive end,”
Williams said.
Freshman Stacy Duca was also a
determinant factor in Georgetown’s
win. “Stacy did a good job in terms
of getting the ball upfield [and] in
taking balls away from Davidson
players,” Williams said. “She was
very aggressive in going after the
ball.”
While having played well in their
first two matches, the Hoyas’ schedule now takes an abrupt turn into
more difficult waters. Georgetown
will face its toughest opponent yet
this season when they square off
against James Madison University
Wednesday at JMU.
“They ’reranked 11th, so it should
be a good game,” Williams said.

Golf

Georgetown Places Fourth in Seton Hall Tourney
Freshman Mark Ferro Leads Hoya Golfers to Strong Showing in Pirate Shootout
By Ken House
HOYA Staff Writer

Last season, Georgetown golf Coach
Tom Hunter often repeated the statement that “for the team to achieve its
goals, we have to consistently shoot
315.7
The 1993-94 edition of the team looks
as though it will be quite capable of
achieving, and surpassing, the team’s
aims stated by Hunter. This weekend at
SetonHall’s Pirate Shootout, three Hoya
golfers placed in the top 10 as
Georgetown earned a fourth-place finish. The Hoyas’ 630 total was eight
shots behind winner Penn State and four
shots behind third-place finisher Seton

Hall.
The

Pirate

Shootout,

held

at

Metedeconk National Golf Course in
Jackson,
NJ,
hosted
eight
of
Georgetown’s NCAA District II rivals.
Mike Banzhoff of Penn State earned
medalist honors with a two-day total of
149. He was followed by Chris Reeves
of Seton Hall and Josh Lewis of Temple
at 152.
In first-day action, freshman Marc
Ferro, who finished fifth overall, led the

Hoyas with a 77. His score was seven
shots behind Reeves, who blistered
Metedeconk by shooting a 70. Ferro’s
classmates Chris York and Tim Renz
each

Longo

shot

78, while

carded

freshman

Aaron

an 82 and sophomore

Matt Vance had an 88.
Georgetown’s score was good for third
place after round one, nine shots behind
Seton Hall and four shots behind Temple.
In the final round, Penn State scored the

low teamround with a 305. Banzhoffled
the Nittany Lions with a 74 while Graham Dandler shot 76.
Leading the scoring for Georgetown
was Ferro, who bettered his first-round
score by one with a 76 for a 153 total.
Renz matched his first-round 78 and
placed eighth, while York’s second-day
79 gave him a 157 total and tenth-place
finish. Rounding out the Hoyas’
scorecards were Longo, who shot a 166
and Vance, who finished with a 170.
Georgetown is facing major tests in

the next

two

weeks.

This

weekend,

Georgetown hosts the Hoya Invitational
at Shannon Green Golf Course in
Fredericksburg, VA. The Hoya comes
one week before the Big East Championships, Sept. 25-26 at the Tournament
Players Club in Avenel, MD.

At last year’s Big East, the Hoyas’
inconsistent play placed them far back
in the pack. Hunter said the disappointing showing “left a bad taste” in the
team’s mouth and has been pointed to as
a benchmark tournament for this year’s
team. If Georgetown continues to play
atthis level, this year’s Big East may act
as a breath mint to the harsh tastes of last
fall.

